TAKEOFF MINIMUMS
Rwys 5L, 5R, 14, 23L, 23R: Standard.
Rwy 32: 300-1.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.

DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RWY 5L/R: Climb heading 054°, thence. . . .
TAKEOFF RWY 14: Climb heading 144° to 1400, thence. . . .
TAKEOFF RWY 23L: Climb heading 234° to 1900, thence. . . .
TAKEOFF RWY 23R: Climb heading 234° to 1800, thence. . . .
TAKEOFF RWY 32: Climb heading 324°, thence. . . .

. . . .or as assigned for vectors to assigned transition. Expect clearance to filed altitude/flight level ten minutes after departure.

DANVILLE TRANSITION (BLUUE6.DAN): From over RDU VORTAC on RDU R-295 to JAYRR INT then on DAN R-189 to DAN VOR.
GREENSBORO TRANSITION (BLUUE6.GSO): From over RDU VORTAC on RDU R-295 to JAYRR INT then on GSO R-097 to GSO VORTAC.